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Lippert Components® to showcase products at UK Motorhome & Caravan 
Show 2015 
 
Elkhart, Ind. — Lippert Components, Inc. (LCI), a leading supplier of components for recreational 
vehicles in the United States and Canada, announced today that it will display innovative 
products, including its line of In-Wall® Slide-Out systems designed for caravans and 
motorhomes, at the Motorhome & Caravan Show 2015 in Birmingham, England. 

“Over the past couple years, we’ve spent time with many European manufacturers gathering 
valuable feedback to help us deliver a wider variety of slide-out options for the European leisure 
market to accommodate concerns over moisture seal, heat induction, manufacturing simplicity 
and visual appeal,” says Larry Revelino, LCI’s Director of International Business Development. 
“The In-Wall Slide-Out systems we’ve developed specifically for the European market are 
sleeker and provide an appealing exterior finish.” 

According to Revelino, LCI’s line of lightweight In-Wall Slide-Out systems has been growing in 
popularity in the UK because of its efficient patent-pending design, which can add more than 
two square meters of floor space to a caravan or motorhome while also reducing the overall 
weight per square meter.  

“Even consumers are becoming interested in the slide-out experience and are asking to add In-
Wall Slide-Out systems to their existing caravans,” explains Revelino. “Since introducing our line 
of slide-outs at the Motorhome & Caravan Show last year, we have successfully installed In-Wall 
Slide-Out systems in the UK aftermarket.” 

Visit LCI booth 20-72 at the Motorhome & Caravan Show to meet with Company representatives 
and learn about: 

• Flush exterior In-Wall Slide-Out systems 
• Lightweight, wall-mounted or room-mounted slide-out systems 
• Water seal solutions 
• Aluminum wall inserts  
• Special slide-out awning applications 

 
LCI will also show a new patent-pending modular slide-out system for panel vans and a strap-
based bed lift system from Italian-based Project 2000 that will allow even the smallest 
manufacturers to maximize interior space. Moreover, LCI is in the process of developing a glass 
window for caravans and motorhomes with a fitted interior blind. Consumers and 
manufacturers are invited to view the newest window design during the show and share their 
feedback. 

http://www.lippertcomponents.com/


About Lippert Components® 

From 42 manufacturing facilities located throughout the United States and Canada, Lippert Components, 
Inc. (LCI®), a subsidiary of Drew Industries Incorporated (NYSE:DW), supplies a broad array of components 
for the leading manufacturers of recreational vehicles and manufactured homes, and to a lesser extent 
supplies components for adjacent industries including buses; trailers used to haul boats, livestock, 
equipment and other cargo; pontoon boats; modular housing; and factory-built mobile office units. 
Lippert Components products include steel chassis; axles and suspension solutions; slide-out mechanisms 
and solutions; thermoformed bath, kitchen and other products; windows; manual, electric and hydraulic 
stabilizer and leveling systems; chassis components; furniture and mattresses; entry, luggage, patio and 
ramp doors; electric and manual entry steps; awnings and slide toppers; LED televisions and sound 
systems; navigation systems; wireless backup cameras; other accessories; and electronic components. 
Additional information about Lippert Components and its products can be found at 
LippertComponents.com. 
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